A global context for megadroughts in monsoon Asia during the past millennium
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1. Introduction

Although modern industrial societies can be resilient to short-term droughts, the potential consequences that would be associated with a drought lasting years to decades, or even a century (megadrought1), constitutes one of the greatest threats to human welfare. This is a particular serious threat for the predominantly agrarian-based societies of monsoon Asia, where the lives of billions of people are tightly intertwined with the annual monsoon cycle. Even modest departures from normal monsoon onset or the spatial distribution of rainfall amount in these regions can bring widespread social and economic hardship. The nexus between droughts, famines, and mass mortality that has plagued India for centuries2 has only recently been overcome (Dreze, 1995). Nonetheless, much of India’s farm sector, which accounts for one-sixth of

Proxy reconstructions of precipitation from central India, north-central China, and southern Vietnam reveal a series of monsoon droughts during the mid 14th—15th centuries that each lasted for several years to decades. These monsoon megadroughts have no analog during the instrumental period. They occurred in the context of widespread thermal and hydrologic climate anomalies marking the onset of the Little Ice Age (LIA) and appear to have played a major role in shaping significant regional societal changes at that time. New tree ring-width based reconstructions of monsoon variability suggest episodic and widespread reoccurrences of monsoon megadroughts continued throughout the LIA. Although the El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) plays an important role in monsoon variability, there is no conclusive evidence to suggest that these megadroughts were associated with anomalous sea surface temperature anomalies that were solely the result of ENSO-like variability in the tropical Pacific. Instead, the causative mechanisms of these megadroughts may reside in protracted changes in the synoptic-scale monsoon climatology of the Indian Ocean. Today, the intra-seasonal monsoon variability is dominated by ‘active’ and the ‘break’ spells — two distinct oscillatory modes of monsoon that have radically different synoptic scale circulation and precipitation patterns. We suggest that protracted locking of the monsoon into the “break-dominated” mode — a mode that favors reduced precipitation over the Indian sub-continent and SE Asia and enhanced precipitation over the equatorial Indian Ocean, may have caused these exceptional droughts. Impetus for periodic locking of the monsoon into this mode may have been provided by cooler temperatures at the extratropical latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere which forced the mean position of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) further southward in the Indian Ocean.
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the gross domestic product (GDP), remains highly vulnerable to major shifts in monsoon precipitation patterns (Webster et al., 1998; Gadgil and Gadgil, 2006). This vulnerability was highlighted in 2002, when much of the Indian sub-continent suffered one of the most severe droughts in its recorded history, resulting in a major drop in food production and the GDP (Gadgil et al., 2004). The severity and large spatial extent of this unanticipated drought serves as a grim reminder that unless contingency plans are in place well in advance, even a single season of anomalous monsoon rainfall in densely populated regions can have disastrous consequences. This looming threat is likely to become even more acute in coming decades as groundwater supplies in India, which provide a buffer against precipitation departures, become increasingly depleted (Rodell et al., 2009).

The monsoon precipitation variability and drought recurrence history during the past 150 years in the Indian sub-continent can be gauged from the instrument record of area-weighted monsoon rainfall (starting ca. 1871 AD), the so-called ‘All India Monsoon Rainfall’ (AIR) series (Parthasarathy et al., 1995) (Fig. 1). Observational data indicate that over large parts of India, a reduction in the AIR of only 10% (±1 standard deviation) is often the difference between a good monsoon season and a drought (Shukla, 1987; Sikka, 1999, 2003) (Fig. 1). In years when the monsoon rainfall is 20% below the mean, nearly the entire Indian sub-continent and the adjacent regions are in the grip of a severe drought, and the monsoon in these years is considered a failure (Shukla, 1987). For example, the drought in AD 1918 was the most spatially extensive event, affecting about 70% of India. Similarly severe droughts occurred in 1899 (70%), 1877 (60%), 1972 (53%), 1987 (48%) and 2002 (20%). Fortunately, such monsoon failures have occurred only sporadically and none have lasted for more than 2 consecutive monsoon seasons (Fig. 1). In fact, during the last 150 years, there have never been more than 5 monsoon droughts in any continuous 10 year interval in India (Fig. 1). Thus, on the basis of the instrumental record, protracted monsoon failures lasting many years to decades do not appear to be an intrinsic aspect of present-day Indian monsoon variability. While reassuring, it is important to bear in mind that this assessment has been made from a relatively short instrumental record and is therefore unlikely to have captured the full range of monsoon precipitation and drought variability as we have illustrated in this paper.

Previously, we have used the oxygen isotopic composition (δ18O) record of a speleothem from Dandak Cave (19°N, 82°E) located in central-eastern India to document Indian monsoon rainfall variations between AD 600–1500 (Fig. 2) (Sinha et al., 2007; Berkelhammer et al., 2010). The location of this record is significant for several reasons (Fig. 3). Local monsoon rainfall variability at this site is strongly correlated with the variations in monsoon rainfall over the core monsoon zone (CMZ) – a broad NW-SE trending region encompassing the central region of the Indian sub-continent (r = 0.39 p < 0.0002) (Gadgil, 2003; Rajeevan et al., 2010) (Figs. S1 and S2). The inter-annual variability of monsoon rainfall in the CMZ is strongly correlated with AIR (r = 0.91 p < 0.0001; Rajeevan et al., 2010) (Fig. S3) and is negatively correlated with various ENSO indices (Ashok et al., 2004). In addition, the monsoon rainfall in the CMZ is strongly influenced by ‘active’ and ‘break’ spells of the monsoon, which are days (3–5) to weeks (2–4) long episodes of enhanced and deficient rainfall, respectively (e.g., Sikka, 1980) (Fig. S4). These oscillatory modes of monsoon are manifestations of sub-seasonal fluctuations in the mean position of the continental tropical convergence zone (CTCZ) over the CMZ (e.g., Sikka and Gadgil, 1980; Lawrence and Webster, 2001; Goswami et al., 2006a). Extended periods of break monsoon (lasting >14 days), particularly during the months of July and August, have been associated with nearly every major drought in the Indian sub-continent during the instrumental interval (Joseph et al., 2009). The occurrence of one of the longest recorded breaks during the 2002 drought serves as a clear embodiment of this phenomenon (Fig. 3) (Krishnan et al., 2006; Gadgil et al., 2007; Rajeevan et al., 2010). The spatial pattern of Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) and precipitation anomalies over the Indian sub-continent, SE Asia, and the Indian Ocean (IO) observed during these extended break periods are distinct from anomalies during the warm phases of ENSO, suggesting the importance of non-ENSO dynamics, particularly the role of convection over the Equatorial Indian Ocean, in causing monsoon droughts in this region (Gadgil et al., 2004, 2007; Rajeevan et al., 2010).

In light of the aforementioned observations, we consider the reconstructed history of monsoon and drought variability in Dandak Cave record to be broadly representative of overall variations in the strength of the Indian monsoon. The Dandak Cave record, when considered together with other regional proxy monsoon records, may thus shed light on the relative importance of drought-inducing mechanisms associated with ENSO and non-ENSO climate dynamics. Utilizing the observed and modeled relationship between the δ18O in precipitation and the amount of monsoon rainfall for the CMZ, we objectively delineate a number of monsoon droughts as well as pluvial events in our record. The interval between AD 950 and 1250 emerges as an interval of generally stronger monsoon rainfall. On the other hand, droughts occurred frequently on either side of this interval with nearly every major drought in our record, independently corroborated by historical accounts of famine in India (Sinha et al., 2007). In particular, between AD 1250 and 1450 the Dandak Cave record contains...
prominent decade to multi-decade long intervals of severe droughts. As our analysis in Section 2 will highlight, these severe droughts are unmatched in duration, and possibly in severity, by any of the droughts of the instrumental period and therefore, we refer to them hereafter as ‘monsoon megadroughts’ (MMDs).

It is now evident that the MMDs between the mid 14th and 15th centuries were not confined to India. They are clearly apparent in a speleothem $\delta^{18}O$ record from Wanxiang Cave (33°N, 105°E) in central China (Zhang et al., 2008) and from a tree-ring-based Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) record from Bidoup Nui Ba National Park (BDNP; 11°N, 110°E) in southern Vietnam (Buckley et al., 2010) (Fig. 4). In addition, historical accounts and archaeological studies suggest that these MMDs may have also occurred in Sri Lanka (Thera, 1967). Although the relationship between climate and societal change is complex and not necessarily deterministic, the widespread societal changes across monsoon Asia between the mid 13th to 15th centuries, which include famines and significant political reorganization within India (Dando, 1980; Pant et al., 1993; Maharatna, 1996), the collapse of the Yuan dynasty in China (Zhang et al., 2008); Rajarata civilization in Sri Lanka (Indrapala, 1971), and the Khmer civilization of Angkor Wat fame in Cambodia (Buckley et al., 2010), strongly suggest that the MMDs may have played a major contributing role in shaping these societal changes. Recent historical and archaeological data from western Tibet also appear to support the inference that MMDs had a significant effect on the people and polities of the region. From ca 950 to 1350 AD, western Tibet was dominated by three polities—Purang, Guge, and Maryul—which formed a confederacy ruled from Purang (Vitali, 1996; Petech, 1997; Aldenderfer and Zhang, 2004). It dominated trade, became wealthy, and was responsible for the establishment of numerous new Buddhist monastic and temple institutions. After 1200 AD however, the polity began a slow decline, and by ca AD 1350, it had collapsed. Although the historical documents describe this collapse in primarily political terms, other evidence points to significant environmental deterioration. Repeated famines (Vitali, 1996: 374), foreign invasions, and political subordination by outsiders characterize the region from AD 1250–1350. Other documents point to refugees passing through the region from the east, west, and south (Petech, 1997). Tibetan-speaking peoples apparently fled the plateau in large numbers in search of food after constant crop failure, with some traveling as far south as the Kathmandu Valley (Charles Ramble, personal communication to Mark Aldenderfer, 2009). Archaeological evidence from the Sutlej Valley near the former Guge capitol of Tsaparang provide evidence of village abandonment, which was apparently caused by a significant drop in the water table that left stranded major irrigation systems upon which these villages depended. At some field systems, the water table dropped more than 1 m. These abandonment events are tentatively dated to the period AD 1250–1300 (unpublished data), which corresponds with the timing of the late 13th century MMD in India.

Emerging tree-ring-based reconstructions of the Indian and SE Asian monsoon variability spanning the more recent centuries from northwestern Thailand (Buckley et al., 2007), northern Vietnam Fig. 2. Dandak Cave stalagmite $\delta^{18}O$ record (top panel). Raw data is shown in gray overlay by a 3 point running mean curve (blue). The range of modern $\delta^{18}O$ values of calcite in Dandak Cave (~AD 1950–2006 AD) is shown by a double arrow. Dandak $\delta^{18}O$ values are converted into JJAS precipitation anomalies (dashed and solid horizontal lines) expressed as percentage departure from the 20th century mean (see text for further explanation). The $\delta^{18}O$ values higher than –3.8‰ and –3.2‰ delineate intervals of inferred drought and megadroughts (yellow bars) implying more than 10% and 20% decrease in monsoon rainfall, respectively. The bottom panel shows a synthetic 2-year smoothed stalagmite $\delta^{18}O$ time series for the 20th century constructed by estimating the slope of the amount effect in the core monsoon zone (CMZ) by regressing modeled output of isotopic composition of JJAS precipitation from the isotope-enabled AGCM simulation IsoGSM against the JJAS instrumental rainfall amount from the CMZ (see Fig. S5). Yellow bars indicate three episodes of weaker monsoon (when the monsoon rainfall in 2 out of 3 successive years was below 10% of mean) during the instrumental period (interpretation of the references to colour in figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
(Sano et al., 2009), and southern India (Borgaonkar et al., 2010) illuminate two additional episodes of monsoon megadroughts during the 17th and mid 18th centuries (Fig. 5). The latter MMD, in particular, is well-documented across monsoon Asia, and coincides with the collapse of all the major kingdoms in Southeast Asia (Leiberman, 2003; Cook et al., 2010). The spatio-temporal pattern of the aforementioned droughts are corroborated by a recent seasonally resolved gridded spatial reconstruction of Asian monsoon drought and pluvials over the past millennium, which is derived from a network of tree-ring chronologies from monsoon Asia (Cook et al., 2010). On the basis of these reconstructions, together with speleothem-based late Holocene reconstructions of monsoon variability from India (Sinha et al., 2007) and China (Zhang et al., 2008), it appears that there were at least five episodes of MMDs during the LIA (nominally, AD 1350–1850) and furthermore, four of these five episodes occurred within a period of generally reduced monsoon strength in Asia between AD 1300 and 1700, as shown previously in a number of studies (Anderson et al., 2002; Fleitmann et al., 2004, 2007; Wang et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2008)(Fig. 5).

The case for repeated occurrences of MMDs identified in several high fidelity monsoon reconstructions across widely separated regions from monsoon Asia is sufficiently compelling to suggest that monsoon circulation can lock into a drought-prone mode that may last for years to decades. Understanding what climate dynamics triggered and sustained such extended periods of drought is important in order to anticipate the likelihood of their reoccurrence today. As briefly mentioned before, the instrumental record from India points to ENSO (e.g., Kumar et al., 2006) and intra-seasonal oscillations in the CTCZ (e.g., Krishnan et al., 2003) as two important and potentially independent mechanisms for monsoon failure. Changes in radiative forcing associated with solar flux variability, explosive volcanisms (e.g., Fan et al., 2009), and aerosols (e.g., Meehl et al., 2008) may provide additional external mechanisms that could trigger and sustain the drought-inducing modes on inter-annual to decadal timescales.

One of the key objectives of this paper is to outline evidence from the proxy records that provide constraints on the spatial extent and severity of the MMDs. We explore key teleconnection patterns between the monsoon and other parts of the climate

Fig. 3. Map showing locations of the key Asian Monsoon sites mentioned in the text. Contours and shading indicate composite precipitation anomalies (mm/day) during the major monsoon break spells in AD 2002 and 2004. The rainfall data are from the Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP)(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.cmap.html). Note decreased precipitation over the Indian sub-continent and SE Asia and increased precipitation south of the equator in the Indian Ocean and over the North Bay of Bengal, Bangladesh, and Northeast India. Also shown are locations of sites where the proxy data suggest prominent MMDs between AD 1250 and 1800. MMDs during the mid 14th to 15th centuries are documented in speleothem records from Dandak (1) (Sinha et al., 2007) and Wansiang (2) (Zhang et al., 2008) Caves and in a tree ring record from Bidoup Nui Ba National Park (BDNP) (3) in southern Vietnam (Buckley et al., 2010). Additional instances of MMDs in the subsequent centuries are provided by tree ring reconstructions from Thailand (4) (Buckley et al., 2007), and northern Vietnam (5) (Sano et al., 2009) (for interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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system by using key high-resolution and well-dated proxy records (Fig. 6), many of which have become available only recently, to seek dynamical explanations for their occurrence during the LIA. Our analysis is informed by an emerging view of the monsoon, which considers it as a manifestation of the seasonal migration of the ITCZ and hence, the climate system of global scale (Sikka, 1980; Chao, 2000; Chao and Chen, 2001; Trenberth et al., 2000; Gadgil, 2003; Srinivasan and Joshi, 2007; Wang, 2009; Boos and Kuang, 2010). In this view, the regional monsoons of Asia (e.g., Indian, SE Asian, and East Asian) are interactive components of a singular ‘global monsoon’ characterized by seasonal overturning of the atmosphere in the tropical and sub-tropical latitudes which generate strong seasonal contrasts in precipitation (Trenberth et al., 2000). Although, a land–sea thermal contrast undoubtedly plays an important role in influencing regional monsoon circulations of Asia, it is however, not critical for its existence or its year-to-year variability (Gadgil, 2003; Hoyos and Webster, 2007; Cane, 2010).

2. Dandak Cave $\delta^{18}O$ record

Results from the Dandak Cave speleothem (DAN-D) $\delta^{18}O$ record (Fig. 2a) were published by Sinha et al. (2007) and additional high-resolution $\delta^{18}O$ measurements were reported by Berkelhammer et al. (2010). The cave’s location and its micro-climate, local surface climate, sample description, and methods describing the sampling protocol for the $\delta^{18}O$ and $^{230}$Th analyses are described by Sinha et al. (2007). The $\delta^{18}O$ data in this paper are presented on the age model reported by Berkelhammer et al. (2010). We have previously shown that the $\delta^{18}O$ changes primarily reflect variations in the regional rainfall amount (Sinha et al., 2007). This is based on the following observations: 1) Century-long instrumental rainfall records from three meteorological stations near Dandak Cave correlate strongly with the CMZ rainfall and the AIR (Figs. S1 and S2) (Rajeevan et al., 2010). 2) Isotopic data from the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP) database (Bowen and Revenaugh, 2003 [http://waterisotopes.org]) and a regional calibration study (Yadava, 2002) provide evidence for a strong inverse relationship between the $\delta^{18}O$ of precipitation and monsoon rainfall amounts (Sinha et al., 2007; Berkelhammer et al., 2010). 3) The empirically observed $\delta^{18}O$–precipitation–amount slope ($\Delta$D$^{18}O$–$\Delta$P) is similar to that obtained from an isotope-enabled Atmosphere General Circulation Model (AGCM) simulation, which is nudged to historical reanalysis fields (Fig. S5) (Yoshimura et al., 2008). 4) Experiments with an AGCM fitted with isotope tracers show a significant negative relationship between the $\delta^{18}O$ of precipitation and a vertical wind shear index, which is representative of the strength of monsoon circulation across the Indian sub-continent (Vuille et al., 2005). 5) The non-monsoonal rainfall (~10–20% of annual rainfall) at this site does not contribute substantially to recharge of groundwater or to the karst above the cave, and hence, to overall variations in the $\delta^{18}O$ of Dandak Cave record (Yadava, 2002; Sinha et al., 2007).

Precise delineation of droughts in the Dandak Cave $\delta^{18}O$ time series requires a quantitative understanding of how variations in monsoon rainfall amount influence the $\delta^{18}O$ of speleothem in...
Dandak Cave. This is a challenging task considering that climate related variations in the $\delta^{18}O$ of speleothems during the late Holocene are not expected to be substantially larger than non-climate related processes unique to karst specific processes (Fairchild et al., 2006). Our effort to transfer stalagmite $\delta^{18}O$ values into paleo-rainfall amounts is hampered by the absence of a long-term $\Delta\delta^{18}O$ calibration data set and because the Dandak Cave $\delta^{18}O$ time series does not overlap with the available instrumental records. Despite these problems, there exist several lines of evidence that allow us to cast the $\delta^{18}O$ variations in Dandak Cave record in the context of 20th century monsoon rainfall variability.

We generated a synthetic 20th century speleothem $\delta^{18}O$ time series for our study area based on known rainfall amounts and $\Delta\delta^{18}O$ derived from the IsoGSM isotope-enabled AGCM simulation (Fig. 2b), which provides the isotopic composition of surface water and atmospheric vapor at 6-hourly resolution on a 2.5° global grid spanning AD 1979–2008. The Yoshimura et al. (2008) model employs ‘nudging’—an approach where a fully functional GCM is corrected to the observed climatology using a prescribed spatial/spectral scale, which allows for a direct comparison between model output and measured climate and isotopic measurements on event timescales. Further details of the methodology used to generate the model outputs can be found in the original publication (Yoshimura et al., 2008) and the robustness of the results are described in their original publication as well as in subsequent work that utilized the model outputs (e.g., Uemura et al., 2008; Frankenberg et al., 2009). The $\Delta\delta^{18}O$ was obtained by regressing weighted mean $\delta^{18}O$ of June to September (JJAS) precipitation from the GCM simulation (Yoshimura et al., 2008) against the CMZ’s JJAS rainfall amounts during the 30 years of the model simulation ($r = -0.54$, $p < 0.003$; Fig. S5). To estimate the uncertainty in this slope, we used a bootstrapping approach where we randomly selected 100 combinations of 20-year bins from the 30-year simulation and calculated the slope of the amount effect for each of these 20-year windows. The slope of the $\delta^{18}O$-precipitation-amount relationship was used to convert the variations in the CMZ’s JJAS rainfall (AD 1901–2006) into the $\delta^{18}O$ of calcite precipitated in isotopic equilibrium at known temperature for Dandak Cave. The synthetic $\delta^{18}O$ series of speleothem calcite was adjusted to account for the observed ~0.5‰ enrichment in the $\delta^{18}O$ of drip water in Dandak Cave (Sinha et al., 2007) and was smoothed by a two year running average to mimic the mixing of meteoric waters in the overlying karst. We used a Monte Carlo simulation to generate 5000 possible 20th century calcite time series by perturbing the slope of the amount effect based on the uncertainty in this parameter from the bootstrapping exercise.

Fig. 5. (A) Low frequency behavior of the Asian Monsoon during the last millennium. Proxy-inferred monsoon histories during the past millennium (3–5 point smoothed and standardized by their own standard deviation) are from sites located within the core monsoon areas of Asia (top panel). The Arabian Sea time series is a proxy for the Indian monsoon circulation strength. Note the inverted vertical axis (drier condition is down) for all speleothem records. The interval between AD 1300 and 1700 is marked by general weakening of monsoon in all records (shaded box). (B) The bottom panel shows a schematic representation of spatio-temporal distribution of inferred MMD (lasting at least >10 years) as interpreted by authors of those studies (see text for more information). We broadly grouped the MMDs inferred from the individual proxy records (dark shaded boxes) to fall within five discrete multidecadal length episodes of weaker monsoon (gray vertical bars) (for interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
The majority of the modeled speleothem $\delta^{18}O$ values during the 20th century fall within the range of measured $\delta^{18}O$ values ($-4.0$ to $-4.5\%$, $1\sigma = 0.21\%$, $n = 120$) of the modern calcite collected in Dandak Cave (e.g., soda straws, stalactites tip, flowstone top, and calcite precipitated on glass plates between AD 2000 and 2008). Additionally, the $\delta^{18}O$ data from the top 5–7 mm of another stalagmite from Dandak Cave, which contains an anomalous radiocarbon signal from thermonuclear testing in the 1950s (Yadava, 2002), documents a similar $\delta^{18}O$ range. A close similarity between the modeled and measured $\delta^{18}O$ data during the two leading modes of ocean-atmosphere variability that are known to influence monsoon circulation and precipitation patterns on inter-annual to decadal timescales.

3. Proxy data comparison and discussion

In the following sections, we attempt to provide dynamical explanations of MMDs by exploring key teleconnection patterns between the monsoon and other parts of the climate system. This is done by using select high-resolution and well-dated proxy records from across the globe (Fig. 6). We evaluate proxy records to seek clear evidence for sustained and large-scale perturbations in key ocean–properties such as the ENSO state and the ITCZ position – the two leading modes of ocean–atmosphere variability that are known to influence monsoon circulation and precipitation patterns on inter-annual to decadal timescales.

3.1. Tropical Pacific – monsoon megadrought link

Tropical Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies associated with ENSO events represent one of the most important modulators of Indian monsoon rainfall on an inter-annual timescale (Kumar et al., 2006). During an El-Niño event, the locus of deep atmospheric convection shifts eastward from the Indo-Pacific Warm Pool (IPWP) to the central or eastern Pacific. This shift induces low-level convergence over the equatorial Indian Ocean (EEOI) that drives anomalous Walker circulation whose descending limb is centered over the Indian sub-continent, thus suppressing ascent and convection-driven monsoon rainfall (Rasmussen and Carpenter, 1982; Nigam, 1994). Comparison of the AIR with SSTs from the Niño 3 region reveals that years with warm tropical Pacific SST anomalies, particularly when centered over the central equatorial Pacific, are generally associated with severe monsoon drought (Kumar et al., 2006). Indeed, some of the most devastating droughts in India and SE Asia occurred in association with extreme El-Niño events during the historic (Grove, 1998) and instrumental periods (Kumar et al., 2002). Nonetheless, large departures in monsoon rainfall in the Indian sub-continent (magnitude greater than one standard deviation from the mean)
have also occurred in the absence of El Niño. In fact, of the 22 large droughts in India that occurred during AD 1871–2002, only 11 were associated with El Niño (Kumar et al., 2002). The inverse monsoon–ENSO relationship is thus non-stationary and appears to have weakened considerably since the 1980s (Kumar et al., 1999).

To assess the role that ENSO dynamics may have played in causing the MMDs, we compare a series of proxy records taken directly from the ENSO region or from locations that are significantly affected by the ENSO through teleconnection patterns (Fig. 7). These proxy records have been interpreted by their authors to reflect changes in El-Niño frequency or the mean state of ENSO in the tropical Pacific. The first two records in Fig. 7 are sediment records from Laguna Pallacococha in Ecuador (Moy et al., 2002) and El Junco Crater Lake on the Galapagos Islands (Conroy et al., 2008). These time series’ record changes in fluvial discharge associated with enhanced El-Niño precipitation events. Both records show a sharp reduction in the frequency of El-Niño events coincident with the first and perhaps the most severe episode of MMDs. These same lake records also indicate that there was a shift towards decreased El-Niño frequency during the subsequent episodes of MMD. Both tropical Pacific records imply cooler conditions in the eastern tropical Pacific, and are consistent with coral δ¹⁸O based SST estimates during AD 1320–1462 from the Palmyra Atoll in the central Pacific (Cobb et al., 2003), which suggests that peak drought conditions in monsoon Asia during the mid 14th–early 15th centuries occurred at a time that was characteristically more La-Niña-like rather than El Niño-like.

Some studies have also suggested that the phase-locking of El-Niño events (without an implicit need for an increase in El-Niño frequency) during the warm phase of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the leading mode of multidecadal SST variability in the North Pacific (Gershunov and Barnett, 1998; Power et al., 1999; Salinger et al., 2001), can reinforce SST anomalies, resulting in persistent precipitation anomalies over the tropics and the monsoon region (Krishnan and Sugi, 2003; Buckley et al., 2007; Sano et al., 2009). This notion also finds support in a study by Meehl and Hu (2006), who conducted a 1360-yr long control run from a coupled climate model and simulated ‘megadroughts’ in the Indian monsoon and southwestern United States regions. The simulated megadroughts occur approximately once every 150 years and were the result of natural multidecadal SST variability in the

---

3 We use the term(s) El Niño-like (La-Niña-like) to refer to a spatial SST pattern and a reduced (increased) time-mean zonal SST gradient along the equatorial Pacific, which are typical of individual El Niño (La Niña) events.
Indian and Pacific Oceans. Analysis of the model variability shows that the mechanisms involved in producing megadroughts share some common elements with various ENSO processes. To assess the possibility of this mechanism, we examine a 1000-year tree ring-based reconstruction of the PDO (MacDonald and Case, 2005). The PDO was generally neutral or more La-Niña-like during each of the MMD intervals. There is a shift towards El Niño-like conditions during the latter part of the 15th century and again during the latter half of the 16th century. The earlier interval corresponds to one of the MMD episodes but the latter interval occurred at a time where we find no evidence of severe and sustained droughts in the monsoon proxy records. Furthermore, there is a lack of characteristic 50–100 year periodicity in this reconstruction between AD 1600 and 1800 (MacDonald and Case, 2005), which is an interval that encompasses the last two MMD episodes (Fig. 7).

In contrast to evidence presented above, a survey of other proxy ENSO reconstructions however, supports the role of El Niño as a potential driver of MMDs. For example, a record of variations in lithic materials from a marine core off the Peruvian coast (Rein et al., 2004), which is interpreted to reflect El Niño related flood events in western Peru, suggest a small but measurable increase in El Niño frequency just prior to the onset of the first MMD episode (Fig. 9). This conclusion about the ENSO mean state can be made based on changes in the relative abundance of tycho-planktonic to epiphytic diatoms from a sediment core in the Galapagos Islands in the eastern Equatorial Pacific (EEP) that reflect lake level, local and regional SSTs, convection, and precipitation, all of which tend to increase during individual El Niño events (Conroy et al., 2008, 2009). Both of the records suggest that the transition to increased El Niño frequency and protracted El Niño-like mean state were sustained through the entire interval in which several episodes of MMDs occurred. Comparison of the diatom inferred SST record with a direct SST reconstruction from IPWP, the latter derived from Mg/Ca thermometry of surface dwelling planktonic foraminifera from Makassar Strait in Indonesia, is also shown in Fig. 7 (Oppo et al., 2009). These two records indicate that the equatorial zonal SST gradient between the IPWP and EEP was steepest during AD 1000–1250 and then declined rapidly between AD 1250 and 1300 (also see Fig. 1 in Conroy et al., 2010). The SST gradient remained stable for the next three hundred years and then declined further through much of the 17th century. Since the late 17th century, there has been a gradual recovery in the SST gradient (Conroy et al., 2010). When interpreted in an ENSO context, the higher (lower) zonal SST gradient before (after) AD 1250 implies an equatorial zonal SST gradient between the IPWP and EEP was steepest during AD 1000

The global monsoon–ITCZ – monsoon megadroughts

For more than three hundred years, the monsoon circulation has been viewed as an overturning circulation analogous to a thermally-driven sea breeze on a continental scale (Wang, 2009). This conventional view of the monsoon is now being challenged by a rapidly emerging body of observational and modeling data that considers regional monsoons to be a manifestation of the seasonal migration of the ITCZ and henceforth, a climate system behavior at a global scale (Chao, 2000; Trenberth, 2000; Chao and Chen, 2001; Gadgil, 2003; Wang, 2009). In this view, the regional monsoons are interactive components of a singular ‘global monsoon’ system that is characterized by seasonal overturning of the atmosphere in the tropical and sub-tropical latitudes of both hemispheres that is accompanied by seasonal precipitation changes (Trenberth et al., 2000). When viewed in this framework, variations in regional monsoon circulation and precipitation in both hemispheres are intrinsically tied to modulations in the dynamics of the ITCZ from intra-seasonal (e.g., active break cycle of monsoon) to orbital timescales (e.g., precessionally forced changes in the ITCZ mean position). The aforementioned discussion however, frames the global monsoon–ITCZ relationship in the broadest sense only. The ITCZ behavior, at both local and regional scales, can be quite complex (Tomas and Webster, 1997; Webster et al., 1998; Tomas et al., 1999). These studies highlight the role of cross-equatorial sea level pressures, SST gradients, and inertial instabilities in determining the location and strength of equatorial convections.

The global monsoon–ITCZ link is perhaps best illustrated on the centennial to millennial scale variability of this system as documented in proxy reconstructions of the monsoons in eastern China (Wang et al., 2001, 2008), southern China (Dykoski et al., 2005; Wang et al. 2005, Yuan et al., 2004; Cheng et al., 2006), India (Sinha et al., 2009), the IO (Overpeck et al., 1996; Schulz et al., 1998; Burns et al., 2003; Gupta et al., 2003; Fleitmann et al., 2003, 2007), South America (Wang et al., 2004, 2006; Cruz et al., 2005), South Africa (Weldeab et al., 2007), and Africa (Weldeab et al., 2007). These studies document an asymmetric response of monsoon precipitation associated with a weaker (stronger) monsoon circulation in the northern (southern) hemispheres, when the ITCZ is shifted more to the south (to the north) (Cheng et al., 2009). The millennial scale variations in the mean latitudinal migrations of the ITCZ are thought to be driven by the
boundary conditions, be called upon to explain discrete climate processes, albeit with forcing scaled to late Holocene events in extratropical latitudes also appear to have occurred in close temporal association with episodes of MMDs. These correlations are particularly compelling during the mid 14th, late 15th, and mid 17th centuries. These cold episodes of MMDs. These correlations are particularly compelling during the mid 14th century, which is followed by a progressively cooler trend. Nearly all episodes of cold extratropical events indicated by proxy records occurred in close temporal association with episodes of MMDs. These correlations are particularly compelling during the mid 14th, late 15th, and mid 17th centuries. These cold events in extratropical latitudes also appear to have occurred in synchrony with southward shifts of the ITCZ in the Atlantic Ocean and perhaps in the Pacific Ocean as well (Fig. 9). A record of increased (decreased) abundance of planktonic foraminifera Globigerinoides sacculifer in a marine core from the Gulf of Mexico reflect seasonal influx of Caribbean surface waters, the extent of

inter-hemispheric temperature gradient that is forced by modulations in northward heat transport between the tropics to extratropics via the ocean (e.g., Delworth and Mann, 2000; Knight et al., 2005). Results from North Atlantic freshwater ‘hosing’ simulations (e.g., Vellinga and Wood, 2002; Zhang and Delworth, 2005) as well as simulations with enhanced sea or land ice cover centered over the high northern latitudes (e.g., Chiang and Bitz, 2005; Broccoli et al., 2006), suggest that cooler temperature anomalies in the extratropical latitudes are propagated southward through the wind–evaporation–SST feedback (Chiang and Bitz, 2005), which intensifies the NE trade winds in the Atlantic and Pacific Basins, and pushes the cold SST front further southward, eventually creating a dipole temperature anomaly around the Equator that forces a southward shift of the ITCZ in all three ocean basins (Chiang and Bitz, 2005; Broccoli et al., 2006). The ITCZ displacement transports moisture away from the colder and drier hemisphere into the other hemisphere, resulting in a pronounced hemispheric asymmetric response in precipitation in tropical and monsoonal regions. Furthermore, a southward shifted ITCZ in some climate model simulations leads to intensification of the ENSO variability through attenuation of the annual cycle in the equatorial Pacific (e.g., Timmermann et al., 2007). Considering that the mean state of the monsoon itself can be substantially suppressed by a southward shifted ITCZ, increased ENSO variability may further serve to weaken the monsoon in Asia (Zhang and Delworth, 2005; Lu et al., 2006).

The millennial scale pattern of global climate variability during the last glacial interval conforms remarkably well to climate model projections—particularly with respect to the temporal synchrony of a hemispherically asymmetric response of the monsoon system that accompanied the large-scale temperature fluctuations documented in the Greenland ice cores (Wang et al., 2008). Can similar climate processes, albeit with forcing scaled to late Holocene boundary conditions, be called upon to explain discrete multidecadal to century-length intervals of weaker monsoon that contained the MMDs during the LIA? To assess this possibility, we compiled a suite of key proxy records of temperature from extratropical latitudes as well as those sensitive to the position of the ITCZ. In Fig. 8, we show an alkenone thermometry based summer SST record from the North Icelandic shelf (Sicre et al., 2008), whose chronology is constrained by historically dated tephra layers. The Icelandic shelf SST reconstruction is supported by a proxy reconstruction of the Icelandic sea ice, which was assessed from the same marine core, by examining changes in the relative abundance of IP25, a biomarker produced by diatoms living in the sea ice (Massé et al., 2008). The biomarker record of sea ice compliments the previously available sea ice reconstructions based on historical accounts from this region (Ogilvie, 1984, 1991). We also illustrate the temporal duration and peak frontal positions of Swiss Alpine glaciers (Holzhauser et al., 2005) and a recent composite reconstruction of SST anomalies from the north Atlantic region (Mann et al., 2009) (Fig. 8).

Remarkably, all major episodes of the Swiss glacial advances are matched in timing by pulses of sea ice expansion and with prominent multidecadal length cold SST excursions in the Atlantic region composite SST record (Fig. 8). The Icelandic shelf SST reconstruction indicates an abrupt transition to colder SSTs in the mid 14th century, which is followed by a progressively cooler trend. Nearly all episodes of cold extratropical events indicated by these proxy records occurred in close temporal association with episodes of MMDs. These correlations are particularly compelling during the mid 14th, late 15th, and mid 17th centuries. These cold events in extratropical latitudes also appear to have occurred in synchrony with southward shifts of the ITCZ in the Atlantic Ocean and perhaps in the Pacific Ocean as well (Fig. 9). A record of increased (decreased) abundance of planktonic foraminifera Globigerinoides sacculifer in a marine core from the Gulf of Mexico reflect seasonal influx of Caribbean surface waters, the extent of
which is influenced by the seasonal position of the ITCZ (Poore et al., 2004; Richey et al., 2007). A prominent feature of this record is an abrupt shift to lower abundance of foraminifera between AD 1300 and 1400 signaling a long-term trend to progressive more southward position of the ITCZ. The Gulf of Mexico record is closely matched by a record of variations in titanium concentration from the Cariaco Basin, which reflect the ITCZ related variations in precipitation over northern Venezuela (Haug et al., 2001). Lower concentrations of titanium imply a southward shifted ITCZ, reduced precipitation over coastal Venezuela, and consequently, decreased riverine flux to the Cariaco Basin. Taken together, these two proxy records illustrate a general southward trend in the ITCZ since AD 1300, which was punctuated by several prominent multidecadal to centennial scale episodes of even greater southward shifts. Some of these shifts e.g., during the mid 14th and mid 17th centuries, occurred in striking temporal synchrony with the MMDs. This assertion is corroborated by a high-resolution spring time SST record from the Cariaco Basin (Black et al., 2007) and a speleothem based precipitation reconstruction from the Northeast Peru (Reuter et al., 2009) and hydrogen isotopic record from the Washington Island in central tropical Pacific (Sachs et al., 2009). Vertical gray bars represent temporal duration of MMDs as delineated in Fig. 5 (for interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Proxy records of variations in the mean location of the ITCZ from the Pacific and Indian Oceans spanning the last 1000 years are rare. In one recent study, molecular and hydrogen isotopic variations in lake sediments from Washington Island, Galapagos, and Palau in the equatorial Pacific indicate that the ITCZ position in the Pacific shifted abruptly southward of its modern position during the onset of the LIA (Fig. 9) and remained southward till the mid 19th century (Sachs et al., 2009). Additional evidence for a southward shifted ITCZ during the LIA in the western equatorial Pacific are provided by the estimates of the sea surface salinity (SSS) (Newton et al., 2006; Oppo et al., 2009) and hydrogen isotopic composition of terrestrial plant wax (Tierney et al., 2009) in marine sediments from a site about 5°S of the equator in the IPWP. The LIA interval in these records is marked by lower salinity (Newton et al., 2006; Oppo et al., 2009) and depleted isotopic values (Tierney et al., 2009) implying greater precipitation associated with closer proximity to the mean annual location of the ITCZ in this region. Furthermore, on multidecadal to centennial timescales, the SSS and isotopic variations spanning the last two millennia from this site are inversely correlated with the strength of the Indian and Asian monsoon rainfall implying an antiphase behavior in rainfall patterns between monsoon Asia and southern tropical Pacific (Oppo et al., 2009). Interestingly, this correlation persists even during the instrumental period as well (Fig. 4 in Oppo et al., 2009). Thus, on the basis of these proxy records, the southward bias of the ITCZ in the western equatorial Pacific (and in eastern Equatorial Indian Ocean) is consistent with the southward shifted ITCZ in the Atlantic sector.
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Our review of the proxy data as illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9 link cooler conditions in the extratropical northern latitudes with a southward bias in the seasonal migration of the ITZC and weaker regional monsoons over Asia (e.g., Fig. 5) during the LIA. These observations are consistent with results from other studies (Verschuren et al., 2000; Hodell et al., 2005; Lund et al., 2006). However, our synthesis, which utilizes recent well-dated proxy records of sea ice and SST from the Icelandic shelf, also highlights the presence of discrete modulated cold length cooling events centered in the extratropics that correlate remarkably well (within the margin of dating errors) with transient southward excursions of the ITZC and with most intervals of weaker monsoon that contained the MMDs. But how do these correlations bear on causality of MMDs? — a central question that motivated this study. As mentioned earlier, in some climate simulations, a weakened Indian and Asian monsoon is a robust response to southward shifted ITZC (Vellinga and Wood, 2002; Zhang and Delworth, 2005, 2006). However, the exact dynamical pathways through which such teleconnections are achieved are not clear. Furthermore, the boundary conditions specified in these model simulations (e.g., magnitude of freshwater hosing in the N. Atlantic) are not relevant to the late Holocene interval. In the following section, we synthesize observations from instrumental data and satellite-based observations of synoptic-scale climatology of the IO and offer insights into the dynamics that link shifts in the ITZC during the LIA to MMDs.

### 3.3 Dynamical relationship between monsoon megadroughts and the ITZC

The onset of the Indian monsoon season, when viewed in the framework of a global monsoon model, can be thought of as a rapid jump of the ITZC from about 5°S in the IO during the boreal winter to about 15°N over the Indian sub-continent in boreal summer months (Sikka, 1980; Chao, 2000; Gadgil, 2003). The ITZC over the Indian sub-continent or more appropriately the CTCZ is ‘maintained’ by superposition of a westward moving 10–20 day and northward moving 30–60 day oscillation in the convective systems, which form over the Bay of Bengal and the equatorial IO respectively (Annamalai and Slingo, 2001; Lawrence and Webster, 2002; Goswami, 2005; Goswami et al., 2006a). While synoptic scale systems generated over the surrounding oceans play a crucial role in maintaining the CTCZ over the land, there is also a negative component of this interaction. In some years, particularly during the months of July and August, the moisture convergence over the EEIO and the equatorial IO respectively (Annamalai and Slingo, 2001; Lawrence and Webster, 2002; Goswami, 2005; Goswami et al., 2006a). While synoptic scale systems generated over the surrounding oceans play a crucial role in maintaining the CTCZ over the land, there is also a negative component of this interaction. In some years, particularly during the months of July and August, the moisture convergence over the EEIO and the equatorial IO respectively (Annamalai and Slingo, 2001; Lawrence and Webster, 2002; Goswami, 2005; Goswami et al., 2006a). A prolonged break spell invariably leads to major droughts in India with the droughts in 2000 and 2002 serving as prime examples (Krishnan et al., 2003; Krishnan et al., 2006). Krishnan et al. (2006) suggested that a positive feedback between low-level monsoon westerlies (which normally flow onto the Indian sub-continent during the monsoon season) and the sub-surface IO dynamics on intra-seasonal timescales can force prolonged monsoon-breaks. This coupling involves anomalous equator-wind shifts in the low-level monsoon westerly jet, which suppress upwelling in the EEIO and maintains anomalously warm SSTs and enhanced regional convection. Convection over the EEIO in turn, induces anomalous subsidence over the CMZ through the regional overturning circulation cell. The termination of this feedback may occur through processes that counter the warming tendency of the oceanic anomalies such as cloud-radiative effects associated with the enhanced convection over the EEIO and heat loss from the ocean due to increased latent heat release (Krishnan et al., 2006). Additionally, results from simulations with a high-resolution AGCM forced with climatological SSTs, suggest that internal feedbacks between monsoon and midlatitude interactions may further enhance drought conditions by prolonging the break spells (Krishnan et al., 2009). This feedback, the suppressed monsoon convection over the land induces Rossby wave dispersion in the summertime sub-tropical westerlies, which establishes an anomalous quasi-stationary circulation pattern that extends across continental Eurasia in the middle and upper troposphere. The intrusion of the dry extratropical winds into northwest India further decreases convective instability, which in turn, weakens the monsoon flow (Krishnan et al., 2009).

The aforementioned discussion of the modern synoptic scale climatology highlights the bimodal nature of monsoon with distinctly different circulation and precipitation regimes on intra-seasonal timescale. Conceivably, conducive climatological conditions at inter-annual to decadal timescales may favor persistence of one mode over the other. We suggest that during the LIA, a general southward bias of the ITZC in the IO weakened the ‘active’ mode of monsoon circulation by forcing the monsoonal winds to blow equatorward. Additionally, weaker monsoonal circulation may also have resulted from a reduced upper troposphere meridional temperature gradient between Eurasia and the IO (Goswami et al., 2006b) or through weakening of surface thermal gradient between the Tibetan Plateau and the tropical IO (Feng and Hu, 2008). The positive feedback between the equator-ward monsoon winds and thermocline dynamics in the IO suppressed upwelling and enhanced convection over the EEIO during the boreal summer months. This “break-prone” climatology during the LIA was accentuated during the distinctly cooler events in the extratropical latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, which forced the ITZC further southward in the IO leading to a further increase in convection over the EEIO. Thus, a protracted ‘locking’ of monsoon circulation into this mode of synoptic scale climatology would have favored more frequent (or of longer duration) break spells over the continental landmass and may have been instrumental in causing the MMDs. Because the spatial patterns of precipitation and SST anomalies during the extended break phase are associated with widespread decreases in monsoon rainfall across India and SE Asia (Krishnan et al., 2000), our proposed mechanism helps to explain the widespread spatial signatures of MMDs.

Since the end of the LIA, the mid 19th to 20th century monsoon variability in India appears to be dominated by the active mode of monsoon with sporadic occurrences of extended break-related droughts (Joseph et al., 2009). Similarly, the interval before the LIA (AD 950–1250) in Dandak and Waniangxi speleothem records, which corresponds to the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA; nominally, AD 950–1350), is characterized by generally stronger monsoon (Fig. 2). Stronger monsoon during the MCA may be associated with a protracted phase of the “active-dominated” mode of monsoon. This conjecture is supported by a high-resolution record of isotopic and dust ion variations from a Mt. Everest ice core, which suggests a predominantly active mode of monsoon between AD 1000 and 1400 (Kaspari et al., 2007). In contrast, a new speleothem δ18O record from northeast India — a region which experiences higher monsoon rainfall due to northerly shifted monsoon trough during the intra-seasonal break spells (Ramamurthy, 1969; Krishnamurthy and Shukla, 2000) (Fig. 3), indicate substantially higher monsoon rainfall during much of the
LIA (Sinha et al., submitted for publication). This observation is consistent with our suggestion of break-dominated conditions in the core monsoon areas during the LIA. On longer timescales, proxy records from the Indian sub-continent and the Arabian Sea indicate a contrasting north–south spatial pattern of monsoon precipitation during the early Holocene, which has been hypothesized to have resulted from persistence of the break-dominated monsoon regime at that time (Staubwasser, 2006; Staubwasser and Weiss, 2006).

4. Summary and implications

A high-resolution speleothem δ18O record from Dandak Cave in central India documents a near millennial length history of monsoon rainfall and drought variability between AD 600–1500 (Sinha et al., 2007). Our reconstruction reveals a series of multi-year to multi-decade long droughts that occurred between the mid 14th and 15th centuries. Theoretical and observational constraints on the δ18O of speleothem calcite during the instrumental period allow us to place the severity, frequency, and temporal durations of inferred droughts in the context of the 20th century monsoon droughts. Our analysis suggests that MMDs may have been marked by up to a 20–30% reduction in monsoon rainfall amounts (relative to the modern climatological mean) and at least one of the MMDs may have lasted as long as 30 years. While some droughts in India during the instrumental period were indeed marked by such drastic reductions in monsoon rainfall, their temporal duration pales in comparison to the megadroughts in our reconstruction. Within the margin of dating errors of individual proxy records, the MMDs in India appear to have occurred in temporal synchrony with MMDs reported in recent proxy reconstructions of from Vietnam (Buckley et al., 2010) and central China (Zhang et al., 2008) suggesting widespread spatial signatures of these droughts. The historical accounts and emerging archaeological data corroborate the occurrence of these megadroughts and a close temporal association of these droughts with widespread societal changes across the monsoon Asia implies that they were major causal forcing of these changes.

Emerging tree ring-based reconstructions of monsoon variability from SE Asia (Buckley et al., 2007; Sano et al., 2009) and India (Borgaonkar et al., 2010) suggest that the mid 14th–15th century megadroughts were the first in a series of spatially widespread megadroughts that occurred during the LIA. While the climate dynamics associated with the ENSO and its low frequency counterpart PDO, have been shown to exert considerable, albeit intermittent, influences on monsoon rainfall during the instrumental period, our analysis of proxy records do not reveal a clear role of the ENSO in causing these megadroughts. Nonetheless, it will be premature to discount the role of the tropical Pacific until additional unambiguous high-resolution ENSO sensitive proxy records become available.

Our study however, supports the suggestion that generally reduced monsoon in Asia were associated with cooler temperature in the extratropical latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere during the LIA. The drought-prone climate pattern was accentuated during several near-century length discrete cold events within the LIA, all of which occurred in temporal synchrony with globally (southward) shifted ITCZ and MMDs in the Indian monsoon domain. Utilizing modern observations that link weaker monsoon on land to enhanced convection in the (EEIO) (Krishnan et al., 2006), we propose that the causative forcings of the MMDs appear to be rooted in the seasonal dynamics of the ITCZ in the (EEIO), which are known to have been the cause of severe but short-lived droughts in India and SE Asia. We propose that episodic southward bias in the ITCZ (with respect to its mean location during the LIA) in the Indian Ocean may have produced a distinctly protracted “break-dominated” mode of circulation that promoted enhanced convection over the EEIO, which in turn, suppressed convection and rainfall over the continental monsoon regions. While today, the break phase of monsoon circulation causes widespread drought on intra-seasonal timescale, a persistence of this mode of monsoon circulation on decadal timescale may have been instrumental in causing the MMDs.

The paleoclimate evidence presented in this paper raise an important question as to whether the sustained mode reversals in monsoon circulation could also occur in the future in response to either natural or anthropogenic forcing such as greenhouse and aerosol induced radiative changes. Our analysis of proxy records suggests that monsoon circulation and precipitation variability are both highly sensitive to temperature changes at extratropical latitudes through their impact on the mean position of the global ITCZ. This sensitivity is also evident during the instrumental period as illustrated by a coherent, albeit muted (with respect to the LIA) response of the global monsoon-ITCZ system to low amplitude multidecadal fluctuations ( ~60–80 years) fluctuations in the North Atlantic SSTs, which is commonly referred to as the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (Kerr, 2000). For example, the cooler phase of AMO has been associated with increased sea ice covering in the Arctic and glacial advances in the Swiss Alps (Denton and Broecker, 2008), increased precipitation in tropical S. America (Baines and Folland, 2007), and sustained episodes of weaker monsoon rainfall in India and SE Asia (Lu et al., 2006; Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Goswami et al., 2006b; Li et al., 2008). Instrumental records and proxy reconstructions of monsoon rainfall from several sites in monsoon Asia, including the Dandak Cave record, contain dominant spectral powers at periods that are similar to those with the observed AMO cycle (Berkelhammer et al., 2010). If the recurrent pattern of SST variability in the North Atlantic indeed exists and it is the result of internal dynamics operating on multimillennial timescales (Park and Latif, 2008) or through an external forcing mechanism (e.g., solar variability), then future modulations in the monsoon rainfall may be tied to the amplitude of SST changes in the North Atlantic region.

In addition to the monsoon’s sensitivity to extratropical temperatures, the continental monsoon precipitation variability is intrinsically tied to the seasonal dynamics of convection in the Indian Ocean and its interaction with the monsoon winds (e.g., Krishnan et al., 2006; Gadgil et al., 2007). Observational data indicate an increasing propensity of break monsoon spells over the Indian sub-continent in the recent decades due to rising SSTs and enhanced convection in the equatorial Indian Ocean (Ramesh Kumar et al., 2009). Increased occurrence of break spells, delayed onset, and weaker cross-equatorial monsoonal winds are robust features in simulations with a high-resolution nested climate model in response to projected greenhouse forcing in the 21st century (Ashfaq et al., 2009). Additionally, a weaker monsoon circulation during the 21st century is projected to arise from reduced upper-tropospheric thermal contrast between Asia and the IO, which results from enhanced upper-tropospheric warming over the tropical Indian Ocean due to increased latent heating. This response overrides the increasing surface land–sea thermal gradient and increasing water vapor holding capacity of the atmosphere-factors that would otherwise cause an increase in monsoon precipitation over the land (Sun et al., 2010). These studies raise an intriguing possibility that a substantial increase in the heat content of the EEIO in response to increasing greenhouse forcing may tip the monsoon into a sustained break mode leading to reoccurrence of protracted droughts in the future. If so, sustained mode reversals in the monsoon circulation and precipitation patterns are possible responses to both anomalously warm
temperatures at tropical latitudes in the IO and cool temperatures at extratropical latitudes in the North Atlantic. The dramatic experience of the drought in 2002 in India suggests that the present-day water-resource infrastructure and planning are barely sufficient to meet the welfare of billions of people during a single season of anomalous weak monsoon, let alone a protracted failure. We remind the reader that a mere 10% reduction in seasonal rainfall in many regions of monsoon Asia is sufficient to trigger a major drought. A reoccurrence of a protracted interval of drought with seemingly modest departures of monsoon rainfall is bound to overwhelm the adaptive capabilities of societies in monsoon Asia unless a longer term and a fuller range of monsoon variability, as documented in the recent proxy records, is urgently incorporated into drought management and mitigation planning.
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